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A SHAPE THEORY WITH SINGULAR HOMOLOGY
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Alexander Dinghas in memoriam

A modified concept of a shape of a topological space is
introduced which allows some basic geometric constructions: (1)
One has a convenient homotopy concept which originates from a
cylinder functor. (2) All inclusions of compact metric spaces are
cofibrations. (3) Shape mappings which agree on the intersec-
tion of their counterimages can be pasted together (existence of
push-outs). (4) There exists a singular complex S which has the
same properties for shape mappings as the ordinary singular
complex S for continuous maps. (5) Consequently one has a
singular (shape) homology which for compact metric spaces
turns out to be isomorphic to the (shape-theoretically defined)
homotopical homology (in the sense of G. W. Whitehead) and to
the Steenrod-Sitnikov homology.

0. Introduction. Two- topological spaces X and Y are sup-
posed to be of the same shape whenever they have similar geometric
properties. In order to give this concept a precise meaning one has to
define an appropriate shape category S with topological spaces as objects
but with a new class of morphisms (other than continuous mappings or
their homotopy classes) the so called shape mappings. This category
should permit most of the geometric constructions which constitute the
value of the category of CW-spaces, to be performed.

The first model of a shape category was introduced 1968 by
K. Borsuk. Four years later S. Mardesic [7] gave a rather simple
characterization of Borsuk's shape category S. Roughly speaking S
turned out to be the universal category (with topological spaces as
objects) in which two spaces X, Y are equivalent whenever they cannot
be distinguished by those homotopy invariants which are determined by
mappings of X resp. Y into arbitrary CW-spaces. Thus Cech cohomol-
ogy is (but singular homology is not) a shape invariant.

In the present paper we present a modified shape category K which
has the following property:

Let X = X, U X2, D = Xλ Π X2 and /, E K(Xn Y), i = 1,2 be mor-
phisms which coincide on D, then there exists a unique / E K(X, Y) which
restricts to /, on X, (Lemma 3.1, 3.2, Proposition 3.3). In other words:
Mappings can be pasted together.

Although K is not a homotopy category, it does have a natural
notion of homotopy so one can define fibrations and cofibrations within
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K. In particular, under some restrictions imposed on the relevant
category of topological spaces, every inclusion turns out to be a cofibra-
tion (Theorem 3.8, Theorem 3.10). There exist nontrivial singular
simplexes in K, therefore we can define a singular complex S(X) which
although generally not equivalent to 5(X), nevertheless exhibits all
properties of the ordinary singular complex S(X) (Proposition 3.5,
Theorems 3.6,4.7). In particular S(X) gives rise to a new kind of singular
homology

HT(X;E) = Hn(\S(X)\;E)

where E = {En \ n E Z, vn: ΣEn —» En+ι} is a spectrum [4] and | | denotes
Milnor's geometric realization of a Kan set._

On the other hand one can perform in K all the constructions that
lead to homology groups in the sense of G. W. Whitehead [11]:

Hn(X;E) = \im [Sn+\ X Λ Ek].
k

Theorem 5.4 asserts that these two homology theories are isomor-
phic.

We have a functor h:Top—> K, hence each functor φ:K^>T
(T = any category) gives rise to a functor φ h: Top—> T.

In particular H* can be considered as a homology functor on Top,
and one can therefore attempt to recognize H* as one of the already
known, classical homology functors. This is settled in §7 where H* is
shown to be isomorphic to the Steenrod-Sitnikov homology theory [1],
[10] H | on the category of connected compact metric pairs (Theorem
7.7). This functor H* itself is one of the most important homology
concepts in algebraic topology: In 1951 Sitnikov established his version of
the Alexander-Pontrjagin duality theorem [1] for arbitrary subsets of
Sn. However the homology needed for this theorem turned out to be
isomorphic (up to a shift of dimension) to a contruction of JV, Steenrod
[10], given in 1940. Recently it was discovered that a homology con-
struction by A. A. Kolmogoroff from 1936 is also isomorphic to H |
[8]. Thus, although H | does not enter into any textbook on algebraic
topology, it is in fact not only one of the most important but also one of
the oldest homology concepts in topology, moreover Hi is the universal
exact homology which originates from Cech homology [2].

For the proof of Theorem 7.7. We avoid an explicit construction of
Hi and use Milnor's axiomatic characterization [8]; in fact this is the
reason that we have to confine ourselves to a category of compact metric
spaces.

Theorem 7.7 in combination with Theorem 5.4 expresses the fact
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that the Steenrod-Sitnikov-homqlogy is both the intrinsic singular
homology in the shape category K and simultaneously the homotopy-
homology theory in the sense of G. W. Whitehead._ Finally we have
evidently a concept of homotopy groups π*(X) in K and a Hurewicz-
theorem (Theorem 5.6) with H* as the canonical homology in K.

The construction of K is very similar to that of Mardesic for
Borsuk's shape category: We simply replace ordinary categories by
3-categories, taking into account the changes which are consequences of
this modification. The abstract procedure (feasable for any pair of
3-categories P CK) is outlined in §2, while §1 contains some well known
facts from topology and category theory which are indispensable for the
following sections. In §§3, 4 we provide some geometric constructions
such as that of smash-product, of push-outs, cofibrations and of the
singular complex together with proofs of the related theorems. Singular
homology and homotopy groups are introduced in §5, and we prove that
Whitehead's homology [11] is isomorphic to singular homology; though
this assertion already holds in Top it has a different meaning in Top, the
corresponding shape category.

§6 is devoted to the construction of a second kind of a singular
complex functor S' (which is homotopy equivalent to S). This section is
of an entirely auxiliary character.

The isomorphism theorem 7.7 is prepared, stated and proved in §§7
and 8.

Although the reader is not assumed to be familiar with any explicit
construction of H* (as we pointed out already everything is deduced
from J. Milnor's axiomatic characterization) the following remark might
be useful as background information: For compact metric spaces Cech
homology is isomorphic to Vietoris homology [1] which operates with
"true cycles". Such a "true cycle" is related to a "Sitnikov cycle" in
formally the same way as a Borsuk-Mardesic shape mapping is to a shape
mapping in our category K. On the other hand there exists a formal
connection between the two different shaping constructions and the
problem of developing a good stable category in stable homotopy theory:
The Borsuk-Mardesic category starts from the homotopy category Top*
just as the Spanier-Whitehead 5-category, while the more effective
stabilizations (see, e.g. [4] for further reference) pass to the homotopy
category only after stabilization has been effected.

1. Preliminaries. In this section we collect some facts from
category theory and general topology which are relevant for our subject:

(a) 2-categories: The reader is assumed to be familiar with the
definition of a 2-category and a 2-functor [4]. A category K is a
2-category whenever it carries the following additional structure: for any
X, Y E K, X(X, Y) is again a category and the induced maps
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K(f, Y) = /*: K(X, Y) > K(X', Y)

for / G K(X', X) resp.

K(X, g) = g*: K(X, Y) > K(X, Y')

for gEK(Y, Y') are functors on K{X, Y). The morphisms / E K(X, Y)
are called 1-morphisms and the morphisms in the category K(X, Y) (for
fixed X, Y) are called 2-morphisms. We will henceforth simply write
ω/resp. g instead of K(f, Y)(ω) resp. K(X, g)(ω) for any 2-morphism
ω £ K(X, Y). Since the diagram

K(X, Y) ^Mlll > κ(X', Y)

K(X,g) κ(x',g)
K(f, Y')

K(X, Y') * K(X', Y')

is commutative, we have

(1) g(ωf) = (gω)f,

where ω E K(X, Y)(r, s) and r,s<= K(X, Y).

A 2-functor φ: K—>L for two 2-categories is an ordinary functor
such that the assignment

K(X,Y) >L(φ(X),φ(Y))

f i > ΦU)

is a functor; in particular this implies the existence of a transformation of
the 2-morphisms. Moreover this functor is supposed to have the
following properties:

φ(gω) = φ(g)φ(ωl ω G K(X, Y)(r, s)

φ(ωf)=φ(ω)φ(f)

for /, g as above.
The most important examples of 2-categories originate from

categories of categories (with functors as morphims and functor transfor-
mations as 2-morphisms) and categories with homotopy. This second
kind of example will be basic#for the rest of this paper.
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(b) 2-categories and homotopy: We will assume once for all in this
paper, that all 2-morphisms are isomorphims (but of course not necessar-
ily identities). In all those cases where this is not true ab initio we form
the appropriate quotient categories K(X, Y)/K(X, Y) (thus we convert
all maps into isomorphisms [3]). The homotopy category Kh for a
2-category K is an ordinary category which has the same objects as K but
classes [/] of maps which are equivalent in the category K(X, Y)
(f E K(X, Y)) as morphisms. Any 2-functor φ: #Γ —»L resp. any trans-
formation of 2-functors φ: φ-*Ψ induces a functor

φh : Kh -» Lh resp. <ph : φh -» Ψh.

In any 2-category we have the concept of a fibration and of a cofibration.

DEFINITION 1.1. (a) A map p: E —> B in K is a fibration if for any
/<,,/,: X-+B, f0: X^E, and <p: /0->/, with

Pfo = /o

there exists a fx: X-» JB, and φ: /o~>/i such that

(b) A map /: B -» JB is a cofibration if for any f: E —> X in K, and
<ίp: fi--*fu there exists a fλE:K{E,X), and φ: /->/i such that

φi = φ.

We will return to this notion of a cofibration ~very soon. The most
interesting example of a 2-category is Top:

(c) The category Top as a 2-category: The category Top carries
the structure of a 2-category in the following form: Let /0, fx E
Top(X, Y), then a homotopy f ί from /0 to fx is a mapping H: X x
[0, α]-» Y for suitable a § 0 such that H(jt,0) = /0, f/(x, α) = /,. Let
H': X x [0, b] -> Y be a homotopy from /i to /2 (which implies //(JC, a) =
//'(jCjO) for any J C E X ) ; then we define a composition Hf - H: X x
[0, a + & H Y'by

This yields a homotopy from /0 to /2. The trivial homotopy
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1,: Xx [0,0] >Y fEΎop(X,Y)

(x,0)ι >f(x)

operates evidently as the identity. We can summarize:

PROPOSITION 1.2. The previous construction makes Top into a
2-category (with the H's as 2-morphisms).

REMARK. We can of course reformulate the whole construction for
any suitable category of topological spaces (e.g. for Top0 instead of Top)
and also for the category ίfE of Kan-complexes. There exists an
alternative way of defining the 2-morphisms in Top (which is equivalent
to the preceding one): If we agree to identify (the formal 2-morphisms)
H'1 with H(x, a-1) and accept the "cancellation law" H H'1 =
H~1Q H = 1, then every 2-morphism (which originally is a class of words
of homotopies according to the construction of a quotient category [3]),
turns out to be represented by a single homotopy.

(d) Mappings having the homotopy extension property (HEP) for
polyhedra: an inclusion i: A C B in Top has the HEP (with respect to a
space X) if for any map f: B—>X and for any homotopy H: A x
[0,s]-»X, fί(α,0) = /i there exists a homotopy H: β x [ 0 , s ] - ^ X such
that HIA x [0, s] = H, H(b, 0) = / , ί )EB. A map i is a cofibration if i
has the HEP for any X E Top. This is of course in accordance with
definition 1.1.b.

Let i: A C B be any inclusion of a closed subset A into B and let
(K,P) be any of the following pairs of categories, where P is a full
subcategory of K:

(1) K = metric spaces, P = CW-spaces.
(2) K = paracompact spaces, P = locally finite polyhedra.
(3) K = binormal spaces (i.e. X and X x / are normal), P = finite

polyhedra. We have the following assertion:

THEOREM 1.3. Let (X, P) be any of the three pairs mentioned above,
then any inclusion i: A C B for closed A in K has the HEP for any P E P.

Proof The theorem is classical [5]. In any of these cases we have
the following situation: Let /: A —»P be a mapping in K, P E P, then
there exists an open neighborhood U of A in B and an extension
f: U—> P of f. Now the HEP for P is equivalent to the following
extension property: For any map / : B x O U A x / - > P there exists an
extension F: B x /—> P. This extension can be established in the fol-
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lowing way: Extend / over an open neighborhood ( 7 o f B x θ U A x / i n
B x /, and find a neighborhood V D A with V x / C U\ by normality
there is a continuous p:B—»J with p ( A ) = l , p(B —V) = 0, and
F(x, t) = f(x, tp(x)) is the desired extension.

(e) For later purposes we need a simple category theoretical
concept:

DEFINITION 1.4. Let T be any category. (1) A morphism a E
T(X, Y) is called indecomposable whenever a - β y implies that either β
or γ is an identity.

(2) A category T is a strong tree category (st-category) whenever
each a E T allows a unique decomposition into indecomposable ele-
ments.

(3) A category T is a tree category whenever there exists an
st-subcategory Γ C Γ and a right adjoint φ: T^T1 to the inclusion.

In case T is a 2-category, we will always assume that T" is a
subcategory with all 2-morphisms identities.

The concept of a tree category is basic for our future work. We will
frequently use the following simple

PROPOSITION 1.5. Let T be a tree category with T" C Tas st-category,
let K be any category, and let A: Γ —> Kbe an assignment (not necessarily
a functor) sending objects to objects and each morphism f E T(X, Y) to a
morphism A(f)E K(A(X), Λ(Y)). Then there exists a unique functor
A: T-+K such that A = A on the objects of T' and on the undecompos-
able morphisms of Tf.

Proof. Set A {aλ * an) = A (α^) A (an) for^ach composition of
undecomposables aγ an. This defines a functor A: T'-*K which, by
using the right adjoint, is extendable over T.

Here we present the following example:
1. Let Q be a fixed Hilbert-cube and let P be the category of all

compact ANR, embedded in Q with continuous maps as morphisms.
Any compact metric X can be embedded in Q. For X C Q let {Kn},
n = 1,2, be the following sequence of compact ANR neighborhoods
of X in Q: Set Kλ= Q and assume Kn-X C Kn-2 C C Kγ already
defined. We take for any x E X the family {K(x9l/n)} of all 1/n-
neighborhoods of x. Since X is compact, there exists a finite subcover-
ing K(xu 1/n), , K(xn 1/n). Let Kn be U[=1 K(xh 1/n) Π IC-L This is
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certainly an ANR and we have Π°°n=ι Kn = X. We denote by i™ : Km -> Kn,
m^n respectively in = /*: X-*Kn the inclusion. Observe that i™ =

i m+2 • n
* m + 1 * n-1

Now let / : X - » P E J P be any continuous map, then Dugundji's
extension theorem ([5] p. 188, Theorem 6.1) provides us with a canonical
extension /': (/—»P, X C £/. Let n be the smallest possible n (conse-
quently Kn is the largest possible Kn) for which one can extend / to a
φ(f):Kn-+P If f = gr, r:P1->P2, then we have φ(f):Km-*P2,
φ(g): Kn-*P2 and m g n and we define φ ( r ) = i?. If / = /„: X CKn,
then φ(f)=l: Kn-* Kn. We take the category T' whose objects are
inclusions in with mappings i™ as morphisms, m ^ n, and the category Γ
with mappings f:X->PGP as objects and commutative triangles
r: / i-*/ 2 , r/j = f2 as morphisms. Then the assignment φ: T—> T" is a
functor which is right adjoint to the inclusion T ' C Γ and T" is an
st-category.

Details of the proof are simple and left to the reader. The
preceding construction works for the category Com of compact metric
spaces.

(f) n-categories: A category K is an n-category whenever
K(X, Y) for any X, Y G K is an ( n - l)-category and the induced
mappings /*, g* (from (a)) are (n - l)-functors, which render some
diagrams commutative. We are not going into the details. Since we
can define in Top (as well as in Toρ0 etc.) homotopies of homotopies, Top
becomes a 3-category. In fact this can easily be iterated giving Top the
structure of an n -category for arbitrary n.

At one place in §2 there will be need for the following explicit
construction for an n -category K:

DEFINITION 1.6. The category K(ι\ i=2, — ,n has (/ - 1 ) -
morphisms as objects and triples (w,, vv2, u)\ υλ-> υ2 as morphisms, where
w1? w2, vu v2 are (i — l)-morphisms such that the diagram

1 v2

exists (the dots are (i - 2)-morphisms resp. objects of the category if
i = 2) and u is an i-morphism such that
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u: w2 vλ ~ υ2 W].

Composition of morphisms is defined in the following way:

(wί, w'2, u')°(wu w2,u) = (w, w[, w2 H>2, w[ u ° w2 u').

This defines a category K(i).

For the sake of completeness we set K = K(ι). We assume from
now on that all /-morphisms for i > 1 will be isomorphisms. In Defini-
tion 2.3 we will explicitely need K(3).

2. The construction of K. Let P C K b e a full embedding
of one 3-category into another. The category K which we are going to
construct will have the structure of a 2-category, however the procedure
can easily be iterated giving a n -category K for an arbitrary n. As we
have already stated, all 2- and 3-morphims will be isomorphisms.

DEFINITION 2.1. For each X E K we construct a 2-category Px as
follows:

(1) The objects: all morphisms in K, g X ^ P G P .
(2) A morphism g i ^ g 2 is a pair (r, ω) where r&P(PuP2) and

ω: rgx ~ g2 is a 2-morphism in K
(3) Composition of morphisms:

is the morphism

(4) A 2-morphism (T, ^): (r, ω) ~ (r', ω') is a pair, where r: r ~ r' is
a 2-morphism in ί ί and ξ a 3-morphism such that

ξ: ω'°(τgλ)^ω.

It is straightforward to verify that this definition does in fact
determine a 2-category. Clearly each r is an isomorphism because by
our standard assumption all 2-morphisms in K are isomorphisms.
Evidently the definition of Px is in close relation to Definition 1.6.

PROPOSITION 2.2. Any fEK(X,Y) gives rise to a 2-functor
Pfi PY —> Px by setting Pf(g)- g/, Pf(r, ω) = (r, ω/), and similarly on the
2-morphisms. These functors A = Pf have the following properties:
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(l) g

(2) (r, ω) E Pγ(gu g2) => Λ(r, ω) = (r, ωθ /or suitable ω,.

The proof is immediate by checking the list of properties required by
the definition of a 2-category and of a 2-functor. The 2-morphism ωλ in
(2) is clearly ωλ = ωf.

We come now to the category with which we will be mainly
concerned in this paper:

DEFINITION 2.3. Let K be the following category:
(1) Objects: Those of K.
(2) Morphisms / : X—> Y: 2-functors / = Λ: PY—>PX satisfying

conditions (1), (2) of Proposition 2.2.
(3) Composition of morphisms: Composition of functors.
(4) A 2-morphism v\ jλ—> f2 in K is an assignment v:Pγ^>K(3)

such that

and such that for any (r, ω): gi—»g2, fi(r,ω) = (r,ωι) one has

v(r, ω) = (ωu ω2, μ): rv(gλ) « v{g2)

for a suitable 3-morphism μ (cf. Definition 1.6) in a functorial way.

REMARK. (1) If K is a 2-category (hence _a 3-category in which all
3-morphisms are identities) a 2-morphism in K is simply a family

of 2-morphisms satisfying the naturality condition

v{gi)°ωx = ω2°rv(g}).

(2) The condition (1) is strictly speaking a cosequence of the
second, because /(r, ω) = (r, ω') makes sense only if (1) is fulfilled. It
may happen that r = 1 : P, —»P2 and therefore we can compose
(1, ω 2)°(l, ω,) = (1, ω2°ωi), for two 2-morphisms ωu ω2. This implies in
particular that Λ behaves functorially on the 2-morphisms in K.

PROPOSITION 2.4. Definition 2.3 determines a 2-category. There
exists a 2-functor h: K->K which is the identity on the object and
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h(f)(g) = g<ΞK(X,P)

on the morphisms.

The proof is immediate.

To aid the reader in keeping the morphisms of this category in mind
the following diagram scheme (not necessarily commutative) may be
useful:

It is essential to observe that rgx may equal g2 (so that the morphism
(r, ω): gλ —> g2 has as second component the identity 2-morphism in K but
this does not automatically imply that

becauce one must consider the well defined morphism ω'\ r/(gi)~ /(g2)
which may not be trivial.

The reader who is familiar with K. Sitnikov's definition of his
homology [1] will easily see the analogy.

We have the subclasses:

KP = {/ G K(X, P)\P<ΞP,X<ΞK}CK

KP = {fe K(X, P)\PEP,X(ΞK}CK

and an assignment

/(I), 1 G K(P, P).
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PROPOSITION 2.5. For fixed XE.K, and PGP, h' is a functor
h'\K(X, P): K(XλP)-+ K(X, P). Moreover h'\Px: Px->Hx, X E K is a
2-functor (where Px is constructed as Px after P, K have been replaced by P,
K). For any f e K(X, P) one has

(1) h'h(f) = f

and for any f(ΞK(X,P)

(2) hh'(f)~f.

If /„ U e K(X, P), Λ (/,)» Λ (/2), then we have /, - f2.

Proof. The functorial properties of h' are immediate. Let / £
K(X, P), then we have

/ I — ^ — (gi > gf)

Let e = Λ fι'(/), fEK(X,P), then evaluation of e on a fixed g £ P P

leads to the natural 2-morphism

which proves (2).

Finally let / b / 2 E K(X, P), ft(/,)~ft(/2), g^Pp, then we have

Putting g = 1 into this equivalence, we get a proof of /i~/ 2. As an
immediate consequence of 2.5 we have:

THEOREM 2.6. The homotopy categories Ph and Ph are equivalent.

REMARK. (1) Let P = the homotopy category of CW-spaces consid-
ered as the full subcategory of the homotopy category K = Top,,, both
as trivial 2-categories with no 2-morphisms other than identities; then K
is easily seen to be Borsuk's shape category [7].

(2) Even in the case P = K the preceding construction gives
something new.

The general construction of K can be achieved in two steps: First we
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form the category Kλ~ K for K = P. Then we apply the "shaping
construction" in the sense of [7] applied to general categories (rather
than only to the category of topological spaces). In fact the general
construction of [7] is the special case of our construction in which all
2-morphisms are identities (and P is arbitrary).

(3) In order to avoid clumsy notation we will in most cases avoid
explicit mention of the functor h. For example if / E K(X, Y) and
rEK(Y, Z) then we will simply write rf E K(X, Z) instead of h (r)f This
will never cause any ambiguity.

3. Push-outs, the singular complex and cofibrations.
In this section we deal with the category of topological spaces K = Top or
Topo (based spaces) and the corresponding subcategory of CW-spaces
without (with) basepoints. Our first aim is to show that mappings in K
which fit together on the intersection of their counterimages can be
pasted together:

LEMMA 3.1. //

X, f-l

D
h

is a push-out diagram in K, then the image of (1) under h: ϋί —> K is a
push-out diagram in K.

Ii >y

(2)

For a fixed g E K{ Y, P), P G P we get a unique s: X -> P in K such
that

fι(g)h(fι) = h(stifι)=h(st2f2)=F2(g)h(f2).

Hence d(g)=s seems to be a candidate for a s EK(X,Y): Let
geJf(y,P), g'EK(Y,Q), dEK(P,Q) and ω: dg^g', then we can
lift ω to a unique ω': ds(g) — s(g') becauce of the following observation:
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We have

where JCI ~ x2 whenever f(d) = xλ for some rf6D. The connecting map
s(g) : X^>P has the following explicit form:

0> s(g')(*2) = f2(g)(x2),

analogously

*(g')(*i) = W)(*0, Hg'KXi) = Hg'KXz).

Hence we have

ί1 = d

d s ( g ) ί 2 = d r 2 ( g ) - r 2 ( g ' ) ,

where the homotopy comes from rx{d, ω) = (d, ω,) resp. r2(d, ω) = (dy ω2).

Because of the commutativity of (1) and (2) these homotopies
respect the equivalence relation in Xλ U X2 and we obtain a homotopy

ω':ds(g)~s(g').

This ω' is certainly natural and makes s: X—> Y a morphism in K by
defining

The 2-morphisms r: (r, ω)—>(r', ω') are settled in the same way. The
verification of the functorial properties of s as well as the proof of (1), (2)
in 2.2 is routine.

We have sh (tι)h(fι)= rfr (/); if sE.K(X,Y) is any other mor-
phism with this property, the uniqueness of the connecting map (which is
part of the definition of a push-out diagram) shows s = s'. This proves
the Lemma.

Lemma 3.1 is basic for numerous constructions in K. Moreover we
can immediately extend it to an arbitrary number of morphisms:

LEMMA 3.2. Let fa:D->Xa be any family of morphisms in K
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a E J ( = any indexing set) ta\ Xa->X a push-out of the /α, then this
property remains true after application of h.

This yields at once

"PASTING" PROPOSITION 3.3. Let X = U X α E Top, fa E K(Xa, Y)
any family of morphisms such that_fa \Xa Π Xτ = fτ \Xa Π Xτ, then there
exists a unique f E K(X, Y) with f\Xa = /«.

Here, by any abuse of notion, we write f\A for fh (i), ί: A C X.

Though the construction of S(X) is completely analogous to that of
the singular complex S(X) for X G T o p , these are not in general
isomorphic.

A singular simplex σn E S(X)n is a map σn E K(Δn, X) where Δn is
the standard simplex.

DEFINITION 3.4. For each X G K the singular complex S{X) con-
sists of all singular simplexes with face and degeneracy operators defined
in theusua l way. If fEK(X,Y), σnES(X), we set /(σ") =
fσnES(Y).

Recalling that every category with homotopy can be regarded as a
2-category (cf. l.c), we can summarize some basic facts about this
construction:

PROPOSITION 3.5. (a) S : T o p ^ S ^ E is a^coυariant 2-functor, (b)
There is a natural transformation v'x\ S(X)^> S(X) by setting h(σn)(g) =
σng, σ" ES(X) X E K. (c) Let_ \ | : ίfE -» Top be J. Milnor's geometric
realization and v = \v'\: \S\—>S, then there exist natural transformations

(3) ω:\S\ > l T θ p , ώ : \ S \ > l T o p

such that

(4) ώ°v = h(ω).

Proof The functorial properties of 5 follow exactly as the corre-
sponding assertions for S [3], [6]. The definition of v': S^>S given in
the proposition clearly yields a natural transformation of functors. The
transformations ω: | S | —» 1, ώ: | S | -» 1 (where of course the first already
belongs to the classical theory) are both constructed in the same way: For
each nondegenerate simplex σn: Δn —> X in S(X) we have a cell | σn \ C
|S(X)| in the cell structure of |S(X) | induced by the realization
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functor. This cell | σn | is mapped by σn into X. Now we can apply 3.3
and paste together all these morphisms, obtaining a morphism
ώ: |S(X)|->X. The contention (4) is now an immediate consequence
of the construction of | v'\ = v, ω and ώ.

THEOREM 3.6. On P CK the transformation ωp: | S(P) | —> P yields a
homotopy equivalence. Furthermore for any f E K(P, X), and P E P we
have up to homotopy a factorization:

\S(X)\

rEK

I

In other words: Every morphism starting from a P E P in K factors in
the homotopy category over |S(X)| .

For the proof of Theorem 3.6 we need a lemma:

LEMMA 3.7. For each X E P . the natural tranformation
v: \S(X)\-*\S(X)\ is a homotopy equivalence. In fact, assuming this
Lemma, 3.6 can be established as follows: For any P E P we have the
commutative diagram:

ω

where v (by Lemma 3.7) and ω (by a well known classical argument) are
homotopy equivalences.

Since h is a 2-functor, the morphism h(ω) is a homotopy equiva-
lence and therefore, so also is ώ.

The existence of a diagram (5) is established by standard arguments:
We have the commutative diagram

P > X

"""! |s(/)|
\S(P)\ > \S(X)

Anyhomotopy inverse g: P^>\S(P)\ of ώp provides us with an
r: P^\S(X)\ in K and then
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fits into (5). It remains therefore to establish the Lemma.

Proof of Lemma 3.7. Let σn E S(H), then we have a μ/(σ") =
σM(l)E S(JP). This assignment determines a simplicial mapping and
furthermore a natural transformation μf: S-*'S (on P). Thus

|μ'| = μ:

is a natural transformation on P. Since μf on σn: Δn -* X is simply h\
we deduce from h'°h = 1 that μ,i> = 1.

On the other hand let σn G K(ΔΠ, P) be any singular simplex in
S(P). Using the transformation v' of Proposition 3.5, we find for any
g E H(P, (?) that we have

Because hh'~l (Proposition 2.5) we obtain a natural homotopy
between |σ n | and | v'μ'(σn)\y which commutes with the cell structure in
|S(P) | . We can paste together these homotopies, accomplishing a
homotopy between vμ and 1: |S(P)|-> |S(P) | . This completes the proof
of Lemma, 3.7, thereby establishing Theorem 3.6.

One of the basic properties of CW-complexes is the result that every
cellular inclusion is a cofibration. This is no longer true for arbitrary
topological spaces. In order to prove a cofibration theorem for K we
have to impose the following two restrictions on the categories P and K:

P I ) P resp. K are subcategories of P} resp. Ku where (Ku Px)
is one of the three pairs listed at the beginning of §1 (d).

P 2) For each X E K (see §2) Px is a tree category (Definition
1.3).

Then we establish

THEOREM 3.8. Under the conditions P I ) and P 2) any closed
inclusion i: A C B in K is a cofibration in K (i.e. h(i) is a cofibration in
the sense of Definition 1.1. (b)).

Proof (1) Equivalent to Theorem 3.8 is the following contention:
The inclusion

(1) i: AxlUBxOCBxI
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is a coretraction in K, In other words there exists a morphism F : β x
J - > A x J U B x O i n K which is the identity on A x / U B x 0. Here /
is the unit interval.

We shall now establish (1).

(2) Let g E K(A x / U B x 0, P), P G P be any map, then
Theorem 1.3 gives an extension Fg: B x I->P of g, write X =
A x / U B x O ; let g, E K(A x / U B x 0,P.) ι = l,2 and let
(r, ω): gi-^g 2 be a morphism in P x . Consider the inclusion

i ' : X ' = ( Λ x / U B x θ U β x l ) x / U β x / x θ C B x / x / ;

for the same reason as before, we obtain a mapping

H(rω) = H{: Bxixl > P 2

such that

H , | A x / x / U J B x / x O = ω

(where we assume without loss of generality that ω is itself a homotopy
(see §1 (c))). Since

Hλ I B x 0 x / = rFgι

Hi\B x l x J = F ^ ,

this construction provides us with a morphism:

However this does not necessarily give a functor F: Hx-+HBxI (i.e. a
morphism F: B x I->X in K) which extends the identity on X =
A x / U B x 0, because we cannot expect functoriality.

(3) To rectify this we need condition P 2): There exists a strong
tree category P'XCPX and a functor φ : Px-+ P'x which is right adjoint to
the inclusion. We then carry out the constructions in (2) for Px: To each
indecomposable (r, ω) we get a H(Γ,ω) and (since each morphism in Px
allows a unique decomposition into indecomposable factors) we can
make the construction functorial for P'x. On the other hand we have a
transformation φg: φ(g)-+ g (we omit the inclusion PXCPX from our
notation) and consequently we can define
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F(g) = φgF'(φ(g))

where P' is the functor on P'x.

For any (r, ω): gλ-> g2 we define

F(r, ω) = (r, a>0 rFfa)-* F(g2)

in the following way:

Let φ (r,ω) = (r,ώ), ώ: fφ{gλ)^φ(g2) and F'(f, ώ) = (f, ώ,)

We then have

However because of the adjointness of φ and the inclusion Pf

xCPx,
φ: φ-»l is a natural transformation. Therefore there exists a natural
homotopy

which finally provides us with a homotopy

For the 2-morphisms in P x we proceed analogously. Since this
construction is clearly functorial Theorem 3.8 is proved.

Observe that the third part of the proof is essentially an application
of 1.5 in the topological case. In fact this third part can be reformulated
more generally as follows:

LEMMA 3.9. Let Px be any category satisfying P 2) and let PXCPX

be the corresponding st-category. Then for any 2-functor ff: Pχ-» Pγ, X,
Y E K there exists an extension over Px yielding f E K(Y, X).

We can use Theorem 3.8 to establish a cofiber theorem for several
different pairs of categories. The verifications are in all cases
similar. We will confine ourselves to the following case:

THEOREM 3.10. Let K = Com be the category of compact metric
spaces and P the subcategory of all polyhedra. Then every inclusion
i: A C B in K is a cofibration in K.
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The theorem follows immediately from the following

LEMMA 3.11. For any X E K = Com the category Px is a tree
category.

Proof. This is established in precisely the same way in which we
proved that the category T in §1 (e) is a tree category with the notations
used there. The subcategory T'CPX is the same as that for
T. Because the pair (If, P) is contained in all three pairs listed in §1 (d),
we deduce that P 1) is fulfilled. Lemma 3.11 is thereby proved.

This also completes the proof of Theorem 3.10.

Finally the following question will be of some importance in the
beginning of the next section:

Let P' CTop be the full subcategory of all spaces having the homotopy
type of a CW-complex. We recall that the category K was originally
constructed rel. to P. We will prove that K can also beregarded as
being achieved from P' D P. To this end let / E_lf (X, Y), /: Pγ -> Px a
2-functor. We are now attempting to extend / to a functor

f':P'γ >PX

in the following way: For a given P E Pf we have the homotopy
equivalence ωP: \S(P)\->P hence a homotopy inverse ηP of ωP. The
latter is in general not canonical, however there can be fixed a homotopy
L P : ωP ° ΊΓ)P — 1.

We define

for gEP(Y,P%P<ΞPf.
Letting g,Elf(Y,P,), Pt E P' and (r,ω): gi~>g2 we then have a

homotopy

where we simply write η, instead of η P] etc. This shows

(i72rω1)/(τ/ ]g1)-/(τ/2g2).

Finally (by multiplying with ω2) we obtain a homotopy

, g,) = r ° /'(g,) - ω2 f(η2 g2) = /'(g2).
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On the basis of these constructions the proof of* the following
assertion is technical and straightforward:

PROPOSITION 3.12. Every f E K(X, Y) (where K is constructed reL
P = category of CW-spaces) can be extended to a morphism of K
(constructed rel. Pf). In other words: If we replace P by P' we obtain
isomorphic categories K.

This assertion is proved by simply checking that the /' constructed
above is indeed a functor. Details are left to the reader. The value of
3.12 lies in the fact that in the future we can quite freely turn from P to P(

and vice versa.
It should be observed that the isomorphism mentioned in 3.12 is not

necessarily unique (because of the choices of ηP and of LP involved in the
construction).

4. The smash-product in K. In this section all spaces and
mappings are with basepoints. Our aim is the definition of a smash-
product

/ 1 Λ / 2 : X 1 Λ X 2 ^ Y,Λ Y2, for £:%-+ Y,, i = l,2

where X,, Y2 are in P.
This can be accomplished _ by establishing a smash-product

/ Λ 1 : X Λ Z - > Y Λ Z for /GJf(X, Y), ZEP (resp. 1A fEK
(Z Λ_X, Zj\ Y)): for if we assume that Xu X2E P then we can obtain
/ ! Λ / 2 E K(Xλ Λ X2, Y\ Λ Y2) by the composition

Xx Λ X2 Z > Xι Λ Y2 > Y, Λ Y2.
1Λ/2 / I Λ I

Now the construction of / Λ 1 Z can be reduced to the case Z = n-cell,
since every ZEP can be built up by successively attaching n-cells,
n = 0,1, and we can then apply the "pasting lemma" (Proposition 3.3)
to construct /Λ 1 Z for arbitrary ZEP.

Thus we need only define / Λ 1Z, whenever Z = n-cell.

LEMMA 4.1. Every morphism g EK(Y/\Z,P), PEP can be fac-
tored in natural way (with respect to g) over a suitable
g Ά l : Y Λ Z - > Q ΛZ.

Proof Let g': Y->PZ be the transposed of g, e: Pz Λ Z-> P the
evaluation map
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(φ,z)GPz ΛZ'—>φ(z)

then one has

*(g'Λl) = g-

Due to a well known result by J. Milnor, Pz has the homotopy type
of a CW-space (cf. 3.12). The naturality is immediate.

We are now prepared for:

DEFINITION 4.2. Let / G K(X, Y) and let Z be an n-cell. Then

(/Λlz)(g)=β(/g')Λlz).

The naturality of the factorization in Lemma 4.1 ensures that /Λ l z €
κ(x Λ z, y Λ z).

By the preceding discussion we have established a smash-product

for /; e κ(xo Y,), i = 1,2, x,, y 2 ep.
The main properties of this product given in the following lemmas,

are analogous to those of the smash-product in P.

LEMMA 4.3. Let f e K(X, Y) and Z G P. Then

Λ(/)Λ1 Z = Λ(/Λ1 Z ).

In other words: The functor h is compatible with the smash -product.

Proof. Let g e K(Y A Z,P), PEP. If g': Y -> P 2 is the trans-
posed map to g, then one has

(Λ(/)Λl z )(g)=e(ft(/)(g ')Λl z )=e(g7Λl).

Now for (x, z)E X A Z the last map is

e(g' f Al)(x,z) = e(g' f(x),z) = g'(f(x))(z)

on the other hand,

Λ(/Λl))(g)=g(/Λl)

and this completes the proof.
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LEMMA 4.4. (a) Let f0, /, E K(X, Y); f0 ̂  fu Z E P, then

/o Λ l z — /i Λ l z .

(b) Let feK(X,Y), g = g1ΛlGJSΓ(YΛZ,PΛZ), Z E P (i.e.
giGlί(Y, P)), ί/ien there is a homotopy

(/ Λ l ) (g)^/(g i) Λ l> natural rel. g

(c) Lei fteK(Xt9Yt)9 i = l,2, X b Y2GP, g = g,Λg2G
, Λ Y2, Pi Λ P2), ί/ien we Λαϋβ α homotopy

natural with respect to gι and g2.

Proo/. Ad (a): Using the preceding notations we have

/o(g')-/.(*')

for the transposed g' of a g G K(Y Λ Z, P), PGP. Thus

= (7.Λl)(g)

This induces a homotopy /0 Λ 1 — /i Λ 1 in K.
Ad (b): Letting ξ: P^>(P Λ Z ) Z be the map

p E P, z E Z, it is easily checked that

Consequently

the last equality being true because it is seen to be true for each
(JC,Z)EXΛZ.

This proof works for Z = n-cell and can be extended to any Z E P
using 3.3 as usual.

Ad (c): We have the following sequence of homotopies:
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= (/ l Λl)(lΛ72)(lΛg2)(g,Λl)

- (1 Λ g 2 ) ( l A /2)(/,(g,) Λ 1)(1 A /2(g2))(/,(g,)Λ 1).

Here we have abbreviated with " 1 " the corresponding identities.

LEMMA 4.5. For f G K(X, YΊ A Y2) Y2, X E P we have a homotopy

(1) ω(fy.(pjJ

For f = fjje H(X, X') we have

(2) (p1/./Λp2

where d: X—> X Λ X, d': X'—> X' Λ X' are the diagonal maps and p, E
K(Yι A Y2, Y,), i = 1,2 are the projections.

Furthermore the following naturality condition holds:

ProofL At first we prove (2): One has d'f = (/Λ/)d and
(P\fihp2f\)dff = (p]flAp2f\)(f/\f)d. Therefore to establish (2) it is
enough to verify that

(3) (p1/./Λp2/1/) = (p1/1Λ

We evaluate the left hand side of (3) at a g G K( Y, A Y2, P), PEP:

As for the right hand side we obtain:

= (lΛp271/)(e(p171(g')/Λ2).

This proof works as usual for Y2 = n-cell and can be extended for an
arbitrary Y2 by applying 3.3. Relation (2) is thereby proved.
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Proof of (1). Let g = gxA giEK{Yx A Y29Pι A P 2 ), q, G K(Pί Λ P2,Pt)

the projections, then from Lemma 4.4 We find

however the last mapping is equal to f(g) because (1) is true for any map
f(g)eK(X,PlAP2). The general case (g G K{YX A V2,P)) follows
from Definition 4.2 and 3.3 in the usual way.

Finally the naturality condition for ω{f) is immediate.

This completes the proof of Lemma 4.5.

As a corollary we have

LEMMA 4.6. Let f, G K(X, Y,), i = 1,2, X, Y2 G P, pt as in 4.5 f/iβn
we have

/ " Λ / > pi(/i Λ f2)d Λ p2(/! Λ /2)d

where as in 4.5 ί/ie homotopy is natural with respect to fu f2 in an obvious
sense.

Proof. We introduce the diagonal map d': X A X - ^ X A I A X J O Γ

the space XΛX and deduce from Lemma 4.5 that :.

(Pi(/i A f2) Λ p2(/, Λ J2))d' - /" Λ U.

On the other hand we have df = d A d and therefore

Pl(fl A f2)d A p2(/1( Λ J2)d = (p,(/i Λ /2) Λ p2(/i Λ /2))(d Λ d)

Since the naturality can easily be formulated as in Lemma 4.5 the
proof is complete.

The following theorem is basic for our work on homology in K:

THEOREM 4.7. For X E K, YEP there exists a natural homotopy
equivalence in P (therefore a fortiori in P)
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Proof. We use the fact that for any K, L E SfE.\K ΛL\ and

KI Λ IL I are homotopy equivalent, where K A L = K x L/K v L (cf.

[6]).
What remains is is an assertion (in SfE) that

S(XΛ Y)-S(X)ΛS(Y).

We use the same method as that leading to the corresponding contention
for S (instead of S).

(a) There exists a natural transformation

(6) φ: S (X) Λ 5 (Y) > S (X Λ Y)

d: Δn —» Δ" Λ Δn the diagonal map. In fact from Lemma 4.5 (2) it follows
immediately that the map is compatible with face and degeneracy
operators. The smash-product involved in (6) exists by definition.
Furthermore (σn Λ τn)d is a degeneracy of the basepoint whenever σ", fn

are of this form. Hence the natural transformation φ exists.
(b) We have a natural transformation going into the opposite

direction:

(7) ψ: S (X Λ Y) > S (X) Λ S (Y)

σ n I > (pxσ\pγσ
n)

where px, pγ are the projections.
(c) We have

φψ{σ\ fn) = (px(σ* Λ τn)d9 pY(σn A τn)d)

so Lemma 4.6 assures us that there is a natural (i.e. with face and
degeneracy operators compatible) homotopy between the right pair in
S(X) A S(Y) and (σn,τn). By standard arguments this yields a
homotopy between ψφ and the identity. In order to prove the analog-
ous result for φψ we observe:

n) = (pxσ
n Apγσ

n)d.

From Lemma 4.5 and the preceding argument we deduce

ψφ =* 1.

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.7.
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COROLLARY 4.8. Let ψ:\S ( X Λ Y ) | - > | S ( X ) | Λ | S ( Y ) | 6e tfie

homotopy equivalence from Theorem 4.7 ί/ien f/ιe following compatibility
condition holds:

The proof is an easy consequence of the construction of φ and of
ώ X Λ y : | S ( X Λ Y ) | - * X Λ Yresp. ώ x Λ ώ y : | S ( X ) | Λ | S ( Y ) | - > X Λ Y. De-
tails are left to the reader.

While the construction of the smash-product in K is of some
delicacy, diere^ occurs no such trouble for the wedge of two maps:

Let /, G K(Xh Yf), g: Yi v Y2-^ P G F, we define

where /;: Yy -» Y, v Y2 are the inclusions. This produces a mapping
fx v /2 G Jf (Xi v X2, Yί v Y2) which has all properties expected of a
wedge. No restrictions on Xn Yt are necessary. In particular the
wedge has the following properties:

LEMMA 4.9. _(a) h(/,) v h(f2) = h(/, v f2), /„ J2E K.

(b) Let / e K ( X , v X2, V), yt: X t -» X, v X2, fc = 1,2 ί/te inclusions
and φ: Y v Y -* Y the folding map [3], ί/ien we have an equality:

¥»(//> 7/2) = /.

Proo/. Because (a) is trivial, we only prove (b): Let g EK(Y,P),
P G P be any map, then

LEMMA 4.10. Lei X be a cogroup object in Topofι_(the ordinary
homotopy category), then X is also a cogroup object in Kh.

In particular (Top)h (X, Y) carries a natural group structure for any
Y G Topo.

The proof is an exact repetition of the corresponding statement for
Top, (cf. [3]).
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In the future we will constantly make use of the following assertion:

PROPOSITION 4.11. Two mappings /0, /i G K(X, Y) are homotopic
(in K) if and only if there exists a map in K F: X x / —> Y such that

where as usual i,: X C X x / denotes the standard inclusion (j = 0,1).

The proof follows immediately from the Definition 2.3 (4) and the
observation that in Top (as well as in Topo) a 3-morphism is a homotopy
of homotopies.

Details are left to the reader.

5. Homotopy groups and singular homoiogy. We deal
with the category K = Topo and P = full subcategory of based CW-
spaces. For any two objects X, Y E K we define

Lemma 4.10 assures that πn(X, x0) = πn(X) is a group for n > 0 and
that π* is a functor from K to the category of graded groups (n > 0).

Some facts concerning π* are summarized in the following

THEOREM 5.1. (a) πn(X) is abelian for n > 1.
(b) There exists an isomorphism of functors

πh ~ π on P.

(c) The transformation ώ: | S( )| —> 1̂  induces an isomorphism

Proof Ad (a): This assertion follows from well known properties of
Sπ, n>\ which are not affected by the transition from K to K.

Ad (b): We deduce from 2.6 that Ph and Ph are isomorphic through
the isomorphism h. Hence π h and π are isomorphic on P.

Ad (c): Let / E K(Sn, X) be given then 3.6 ensures the existence of
an r E K(Sn, \S(X)\) with [ώ][r]*[/], hence πn(ώ) is an epimorphism.
For the proof that ifn(ώ) is a monomorphism we need a simple lemma:
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LEMMA 5.2. (a) A mapping fE K(Sn, X) is homotopic to the con-
stant map 0 = h(0): Sn —»X if and only if f has an extension over the
n + l-cell En+ι D Sn.

(b) For rE K(Sn, | S(X)|) we have ώ r - 0 if and only ifr^O.

Proof Ad (a): Let g e K(X, F), P E P , then /(g) has an extension
F g : En+ί->P. However the definition of a homotopy in K (see 2.3)
amounts to the fact that these Fg fit together, giving a morphism
FEK(En+\X) which extends f.

Ad (b): Due to (a) there exists an extension F E K(En+\X) of
ώr. We consider F as a singular n -f 1 simplex and obtain a map
i?: £ n + 1 -» |S(X) | (the attaching map of F as a cell in, \S{X)\). By
assumption one has ώR - F; and since r — R\Sn (because | S(X)\ is the
realization of a Kan-set and consequently any a E τrn(|S(X)|) can be
represented by a simplicial sphere in dimension n (i.e. a n-simplex with
completely degenerate boundary) in S(X)) part (a) applies to show r - 0.
From 5.2 we deduce immediately that τrn(ώ)isa monomorphism, so 5.1 is
thereby proved.

Let E = {Em vn:ΣE->En+ι, n E Z} be a spectrum; we assume
henceforth that all En E P. In [11] G. W. Whitehead defined for any
XEK

(1) XΛE = {XΛEn}

(2) πn(E) = limπn+k(Ek)

and finally1

(3) Hn(X;E)=πn(XΛE).

All the ingredients which are necessary for these definitions are
available in K as well as in K, so that we obtain two homology theories
H* on K and H* on K. From Theorem 5.1 follows immediately that
both these functors are mappings into the category of graded abelian
groups. Although H* is defined on K we can compose it with h and
consider it as a homology theory on K.

It now makes sense to compare H* with H*\ They are not
isomorphic on K\ however

1 Actually homology is introduced in [11] by Hn(X\E) = πn(E Λ X) which gives of course a

functor isomorphic to that defined in (3).
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PROPOSITION 5.3. The functors H* and i?* are isomorphic on
P. Moreover, for E = {K(G,n)} = Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum and
G = abelian group, H* (X; E) = H*(\ S(X)\ G) is singular homology,
XGP.

Proof. From 4.3 we know that h is compatible with suspension.
Therefore (3) determines in both cases isomorphic homology
theories. The last statement of 5.3 is implicitly contained in [11]: H*
fulfills all the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms (including the dimension-
axiom for this particular coefficient spectrum) on the category of finite
CW-complexes. Thus H* is isomorphic to ordinary simplicial homology
on this category; and since H* is easily seen to have compact carriers it
follows that H* is simplicial homology on P (which on P amounts to the
same as singular).

THEOREM 5.4. The transformation ώ: |S(X)|—>X induces an
isomorphism for all X E K and all n

Hn(ώ): Hn(\S(X)\;E)~Hn(X;E).

Proof We have

Hn(X;E) = \imπn+k(XAEk)

Hn(\S(X)\;E) = Urn πn+k(\S(X)\AEk).

However 4.7 and 3.6 imply

According to 4.8 this homotopy equivalence is compatible with
ώ. Hence 5.1 (c) gives an isomorphism

Ha(X;E)~Hn(\S(X)\;E),

which is easily seen to be that induced by ώ.

THEOREM 5.5. The transformation ω: |S( )| •-» 1* induces an
isomorphism

Hn(ω): Hn(\S(X)\;E)~ HH(X;E).
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Thus (3) is for arbitrary X E K (not only for X E P) isomorphic to
singular homology whenever E is an Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum.

The proof is identical with that of 5.4.

THEOREM 5.6. Let E~{K(Z,n)} be the Eilenberg-MacLane -
spectrum for the integers, then there exists a natural transformation

ήn:πn(X) >Hn(X;Z) =

(the Hurewicz-homomorphism) such that a Hurewicz -theorem holds:

If πq (X) = 0, for q ^ n, then fjn: τtn (X)« Hn (X) is an isomorphism.

Proof. Let e: Sq ~* K(Z,q) be a fixed map which determines a
generator of Z = iτq(K(Z,q)) and let / E K(Sn, X). Define

where (e Λ 1)<>Σ< / E K ( S Λ + U A K(Z,q)). This yields a natural trans-
formation which behaves in much the same way as the ordinary
Hurewicz-homomorphism.

Now for X ~ (X, JCO) E K, we have the commutative diagram

V
> Hn(X)

}
πn(\S(X)\) >HH(\S(X)\).

The vertical maps are isomorphisms in view of 5.1 (c). Furthermore
one notes that the Hurewicz-homomorphisms ηn, ήn in K resp. K are
compatible with the isomorphisms

τrn(\S(X)\)**πn(\S(X)\)

Hn(lS(X)\)~Hn(\S(X)\%

since in both categories they are constructed in a completely analogous
way. Moreover for j5(X)j the assumptions of the classical Hurewicz-
theorem hold. Hence

rj:πn(\S(X)\)~Hn(\S(X)\)

and all maps in (4) except the upper ή being isomorphisms, this implies
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that η is also an isomorphism and therefore the Hurewicz-theorem for K
follows.

REMARK. Theorems 5.4, 5.5 confirm that: as long as both definitions
are feasible, singular homology Hs»n (resp. Hϊn) is in the categories K
(resp. K) isomorphic to the Whitehead homology Hny (resp. Hn) which
has been defined in (3). This fact is not so surprising for K but an
interesting phenomenon for K.

6. A modified singular complex. In this section we intro-
duce a second form of a singular complex S': Top-* £fE which turns out
to be more convenient for our purposes.

A singular simplex σn E S'(X) consists of:
(1) An ordinary singular simplex σn GK(A",X) in S(X).
(2) A rule which assigns a simplicial linear subdivision τg = τg(σn)

of Δn to each g E K(X, P\ P E P .
Let Δn be the standard n-simplex and ΔΓ'CΔ" a face i =

0, * ,n. A subdivision τ( of Δ?"1 induces a subdivision of Δ" in the
following way: For each / the order of the vertices of ΔΓ1 and Δ""1

determines a linear isomorphism φf: ΔΓ"1—^ΔJ1"1, which transforms to a
subdivision η of Δ""1; then the cones of the simplexes of all Δ"~\
/ = 0, , n over the barycenter * of Δ" give a subdivision r of Δ". Note
that T induces the subdivision r, on the given face ΔΓ1, so that this
construction gives a degeneracy operator r = st(τξ)

st: S'(X)n.x > S'(X)m ί = 0, , n.

On the other hand any subdivision τ g(σn) induces a subdivision of ΔΓ'1

for any subsimplex of Δ". So we also have a face operator

LEMMA 6.1. The assignment S':Top->S^E is a 2-functor. The
construction of the induced maps and the verification of the 2-functoriality
is immediate.

Every σn E S'(X) is converted into an ordinary singular simplex
σn E S(X) simply by forgetting the subdivisions of Δ". This gives a
natural functor transformation p: S'(X)-*S(X). On the other hand
one has an inclusion i: S(X) C S'(X), by sending each σn E S(X) to the
pair (σrt, τg), where σn is taken with the identity subdivision. This is also
a functor transformation and we have

_ LEMMA 6.2. There exist natural functor transformations p: S'-+S,
i: S-+S' such that
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p i = 1: S-+S

holds.

The main objective pt this section is to establish the following
assertion:

PROPOSITION 6.3. There exists a natural homotopy

ί p - 1 : S' > S'.

Proof. This homotopy is constructed inductively. For n - 0 we
have S'(X)0 = S(X)0; let us assume that a homotopy λk: ip — 1 has been
already established on the k-skeleton for fc§n-l.

Let σneS\X)n, gEK(X,P), PEP and * the "barycenter" of
Δn x ί, be given. The boundary of Δn x J has received a trianguiation,
consisting of τg(σ") on Δn x 0, the identical subdivision on the top Δn x 1
(i.e. the subdivision of ipσn) and by the inductive hypothesis some
subdivision on (bd ΔM x /). We now obtain a trianguiation rg of Δ" x / by
forming the cones over all simplexes of bd(An x I) with top vertex
*. There is a mapping p n : Δn xI-*P which is induced by pσn and
λn_!. Ordinary semi-simplicial techniques and the definition of semi-
simplicial homotopy can be used to establish a homotopy Aπ: ip — 1 on
the n -skeleton of S'(X).

Proposition 6.3 is thereby proved.
By combining 6.2, 6.3 we have established

THEOREM 6.4. The functors Sy S':JΪ-* ϊfE are homotopy equivalent.
Hence S(X) and S'(X) as well as \S(X)\ and |S'(X)| (X E K) are
homotopy equivalent.

7. Comparison of H* and the Steenrod —
Sitnikov homology. In 1940, N. Steenrod introduced [10] a homol-
ogy theory which has become of increasing importance in topology. In
1960 J. Milnor gave an axiomatic description of Steenrod's homology
functor Hξ on the category of compact metric spaces [8]. Many
important results on Hζ have been established in the last years (e.g. by
K. Sitnikov [1], Sklarjenko and others). In this paper we do not intend
to give an explicit construction of Hξ but we will use the following
axiomatic description which stems from [8]:

THEOREM 7.1. The homology functor on the category of pairs of
compact metric spaces Com2 is up to an isomorphism characterized by the
Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms and the two additional axioms
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(A) (Strong excision). // /: (X, A)—>(Y, B) is a relative
homeomorphism (i.e. f\(X — A): X — A —> Y — B is a homeomorphism)
then Hξ(f): H | ( X , A)-^//*(Y, B) is an isomorphism.

(B) (Cluster axiom). Let X, X,, i = l,2, ••• be compact metric
spaces with X = \J" Xh X, Π X] = * ( = basepoint) iV; and wiίh
lim d (Xi) = 0 (d (A) = diameter of A). T/ten the projections pt: X -> X,
induce an isomorphism Hl(X)-^ϊl7=ίHi(Xι).

In the following we take integer coefficients.

To turn H* (from §5 (3)) into a homology theory on Com2, we will
use the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum E. In order to get a functor
H* : Com2—> graded groups we follow the classical line and define for the
pair (X, A) where A C X

(1) Hn(X,A) =

For this we assume that the subcategory P C ί ί = Com is the full
subcategory of all connected (consequently also pathwise connected)
CW-spaces.

Since X and A are compact metric, we observe that
(1): {XIA *), where * is the basepoint stemming from A, is simply

the Alexandroff compactification of X - A and is metrizable, and (2):
each relative homeomorphism /: (X, A)—>(Y,B) therefore induces a
homeomorphism /*: (X/A, *)-*(Y/B, *) . This implies

PROPOSITION 7.2. For H* on Com2 the strong excision axiom (A)
holds.

The verification of the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms for H* depends
upon the following

LEMMA 7.3. For any pair (X, Λ) G Com2 there exists a natural
chain homotopy equivalence

where C*(Y)=C*(S'(Y)l Y E K

The proof will be given in the next section.

It follows from 7.3 that
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PROPOSITION 7.4. The functor H* fulfills the EilenbergSteenrod
axioms.

The proof follows the classical model closely: The homotopy axiom
is true because we repeat the usual argument that a homology theory on a
category of based spaces leads to a homology theory (which fulfills the
homotopy axiom) on a category of pairs. The excision axiom is con-
tained in 7.2. Since a point is an object of P, the dimension axiom
follows from 5.3. What remains is the exactness. But Lemma 7.3 has
the following interpretation: One can exhibit H*(X/A) as the homology
of the chain complex C*(X)/C*(A). Since we have an exact sequence
of chain complexes

(3) 0 ^ C*(A)^> C*(X)^> C*(X/A)->0

{i: A CX the inclusion, p the projection), the exactness of H* then
follows from homological algebra.

Proposition 7.4 is thereby proved.

We now turn to the cluster axiom (B) in 7.1. To this end we need
some preliminary constructions:

Let ah i = 0, * , n be the unit point on the axes in JR"+1, and let
Δn = (α0, , an) be the standard simplex spanned by these points. For
each k belonging to Z+, let Δ£ be the simplex 1/k Δn = (1/k α0, , 1/fc an)
and let S" = ([0,1], 0, , 0) U U f e g l M With the subspace topology, S" is
compact metric. We denote by

the segment joining the first vertex of Δ£ with that of Δϊ+1, and let

ll = Σ" Π ίx 6 Rπ+1 x,^ j , i = 0, • , n) .

Let Δ" be the standard simplex in another R"+1. We shall construct
surjections rk: Δ"-»Σ2 and r: Δ"-»Σ". For each i 6 Z + let T] be the
zones

f x e Δ . i - i < x < i . J L |
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and map T2 ,-i onto Δ" by a homeomorphism relative to the boundary and
each T2i onto γ,.

Defining r ( α o ) ~ (0, ,0), the origin, gives us the desired
r:Δ n —>Σ n . Stopping the above construction with T2t-i and mapping
everything remaining onto Δ£ by a PL-homeomorphism gives us the
required rk: Δn —»Xϊ.

We now apply this construction to singular homology: Let X be any
path connected space and c = X r.σi, rx E Z be any singular n-chain2 in
X. Letting | c | = Σ | r , | we define a map β ( c ! : Σ" | —>X as follows: We
map at first the \rι\ copies of Δn in Σ" | into X by

r σ? if n > 0

1-σΓ if r , < 0

where - cr" means σ" after a change of orientation (permute the first two
vertices of Δ") and proceed analogously for the next | r 2 | , | r 3 | etc.
copies of Δ". Since X is^path-connected we can extend j8|c( over whole
Σ " | . _ These constructions allow us to replace each singular chain cE
C*(S'(X)), XGCom, by a single singular simplex φ(c): In fact let
c = S«, σΓ, ax E Z and g e K(X, P), P E P , then each simplex Δ? of Σ,n

c,
inherits a subdivision from σΓ(g) and this determines a triangulation τg of
Σ"ι (which depends on g). Denote by pg a subdivision of Δn which
makes r j c |: Δ" —>Σ"| (the latter with the triangulation τ g)
simplicial. Then the mapping

is our j8c(g). We now have φ(c): Δ n -^X in K as the singular simplex
ψ(c)(8) = (c)(g)r\c\ vvith subdivision ρg for any given g E K(X,P) ? E
P. This determines a singular simplex in S'(X). Furthermore the
mapping cylinder of r |c ( can be mapped into P so that there exists a chain
hQmotopy s between <p(c) and c.

Summarizing, we have established

LEMMA 7.5. There exists a chain homotopy

Now let X be a cluster consisting of spaces X, as in 7.1 (B) and let
= mPι: C*(S'(X))^Π = ΠrC*(5'X,)) where p,: X ^ X , is the

We use ordinary singular homology for this construction.
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projection. An element / = {cj E Π is a sequence, ct E C(S'(Xt)). We
set Zj = Σ{=1 c{ because Σ" = U / = 1 Σ"2ί|, Σ"2l| C Σ"2j+I|, by defining for each
gE*:(X,P), P E P a map / g :Σ"->P, /g |Σ,",| = <z, )(g), we obtain a
consistently defined map X" X.

Because P is locally contractible, there is a neighborhood U of the
basepoint *£: P that is contractible and there exists an index N such that

iJ ΣΓ*ι

is mapped into U.
Thus the mapping fgr: Δn-»P, r: Δ n ->Σ n is homotopic to a map

fgkh = φ(zik)(g), where rk: Δn—»Σ£ is as above and

ik: Σ£ C Xn

is the inclusion. We have a triangulation pg of Δn which is obtained in
the same way as before. The number k =\zN\ depends on g and in
particular on the choice of U.

We intend to define a singular simplex φ(/)E S'(X) by φ(f)(g)-
φ(zk)(g) and the triangulation pg.

For t E P(PU P2), (ί, ω): gi-» g2, g, ^ Jf(X, ^ ) we have a homotopy
ω'\ t(zkι)(gι) — {zk2)(g2) (where of course fc, belongs to gt resp. to the
neighborhoods Ux of the basepoints in Pf) and the corresponding
deformations of fg\ U ^N^Zt\ for sufficiently large N (e.g. N =
max(feb fe2)) to the constant map. We can now repeat the arguments in
§3 which lead to a proof of Theorem 3.8 resp. 3.10 and apply Lemmas 3.9,
3.11 in the present situation to show that φ (/) can be made functorial (the
necessary^ tree category is in all cases the same). Thus φ (/^becomes a
map in K(Δn, X) and we obtain a singular simplex <p(/)E S'(X).

We now prove the existence of a chain homotopy

(4) Prφ - qi

where <?,(/) = q^M) = c, . To this end let g E K(X, P), PGP be an
arbitrary map. If fc(g)^/, then prφ = qf; if k(g)<j, the contraction
homotopy of U into the basepoint yields a chain homotopy 5: prφ — <j .
This can again be made functorial3 by using 3.9, 3.11. Now (4) is easily
seen to give a chain homotopy

3 In this particular case we can take into account that φ has been given originally also on the
mbcategory P'x. The extensions of s and φ from P'x to P x using the techniques of Lemma 3.9 and
.11 are therefore compatible with each other (i.e. the corresponding functors fit
>gether). However the reader will easily realize that the proof in this case (as well as in all similar
ses which follow) can be established without using this fact.
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(5) Siπφ^l.

In order to prove that φπ is also homotopic to 1, we make the
following observations:

Let cGC*(S'(X)), π(c) = / = {pi.c} = {ci}, gGK(X,P), PEP
then we have chain homotopies (for different reasons, partly because of
7.5, partly because of the contraction of the neighbourhood U in P)

where k = k(g) and zk = ΣUi A are as before. This leads immediately
(using Lemma 3.9, Lemma 3.11 and the related arguments) to a chain
homotopy

(6) s: φπ — 1.

Now we can establish

PROPOSITION 7.6. For the homology functor H* the cluster axiom
7.1 (B) holds.

Proof. The homology of the chain complex Π = ΠΓC*(5'(X)) is,
due to Theorems 7.5, 6.4

However (5), (6) imply that π induces an isomorphism in homology.
This leads to

THEOREM 7.7. On the category K =Com, P = subcategory of con-
nected CW-spaces in K, there exists a natural isomorphism

H~ JJ S

Since the homology functors //*, Hi can be considered as functors
on Com2 (we have used this fact in the proof of Theorem 7.7), the
following corollary (which refers to the category of pairs) holds:

COROLLARY 7.8. Let H* on Com2 be singular homology (in the
sense of (1)) with integer coefficients (i.e. H*(X, Y) = H*(X/Y)) and Hξ
Steenrod-Sitnikov homology (for example in the form of [8]), then both
functors are isomorphic.
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REMARK. K. Sitnikov [1] extended / / | to arbitrary metric spaces
simply by taking compact carriers. Our H* does not necessarily have
compact carriers if K = Top and P = category of connected CW-spaces.

8. Proof of L e m m a 7.3. The idea of the proof of Lemma
7.3 is this: At first apply Lemma 7.5 to the effect that a given chain
c E C*(X/A) is converted into a singular simplex σ = φ{c). Now we
modify σ to a singular chain cx in C*{S'(X)) (simply by cutting out the
counterimage of the basepoint * E P/Q in (1) for any g) and apply again
Lemma_ 7.5. This gives a singular simplex φ(σ)= ψφ(c) = β(c)E
S'(X)/S'(A) and finally chain homotopies

We have the diagram

(1)

P/Q

with σ ES'(X/A), F, Q E P and denote the counterimage of the
basepoint * E P/Q in Δn (under the mapping σ(g)) by T. Certainly one
has y- 1 (*)=O.

We distinguish two different cases: For σ(g) —* ( — constant map
onto the basepoint) we define

(2) Φ(<r)(g')=*,

where now * denotes a fixed base point in Q C P.
In the remaining case we have σ ( g ) 5 * . Let W D Q be a neigh-

borhood which can be deformed onto Q, W its image under / and
τ = σ(gYι(*) c Δ " W e c a n find a neighborhood U of T such that
σ(g)(U) C IV and a subdivision τ'g of the given triangulation τg of Δn

such that every closed simplex which intersects T is contained in
U. The subchain of Δn in this triangulation, which consists of all
simplexes which are contained in U (with orientation inherited from Δ")
is denoted by ίn, the chain consisting of all remaining simplexes of τ[ by
un. These chains induce under g a singular chain un(g) resp. tn(g)E
C*(S(P/Q)).

Moreover there exists by construction a counterimage υn(g') of
un(g) under /"*: C*(S(P))-> C*(S(P/Q)) which after the application of
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the deformation d':W'-*Q becomes a chain un(g')E
C*(S(P))/C*(S(Q)). We can convert un(gf) into a singular simplex,
obtaining the simplex ψ(σ)(gf).

Let (r, ω): gi~>g2 be a morphism in Px and assume that ω\rgx — g2

is a homotopy (ci. §10) H: Δn x 1->P2, then we can replace Δ" by Δ" x /
in the preceding construction and obtain a homotopy ω': r°ψ(σ)(gι) —
ψ(cr)(g2) in precisely the same way as we got ψ(σ) from σ. In case
H = * is the trivial homotopy, we take for ω' the trivial homotopy. This
enables us to construct a singular simplex ψ(σ) E S'(X) by recalling the
fact that Px is a tree category (§1 (e) and application of Lemma 3.9, 3.11).

In order to complete the proof of Lemma 7.3, we need chain
homotopies

(3) βa - 1 : C*(X)/C*(A) > C*(X)/C*(A)

(4) aβ~l: C*(X/Λ) > C*(X/A).

For this purpose observe that for any σn E Cn(X), g' E Jί(X, P) we
have a decomposition

(5) σ"(g')=υ-(g')+f"

where ί" is a singular chain in W and ϋπ(g') is a singular chain in
S(P)/S(W). The deformation d': W'->Q provides us with a chain
homotopy

ψa(σ")(g')=u*(g')=Ό"(g')+r = σ-(g').

Using the standard techniques we obtain a chain homotopy (3).
Let τn E 5;(X/Λ), then we have

(6) τ " ( g ) = w l l ( g ) + r ( g ) ,

where w"(g) resp. ί"(g) is induced by the preceding construction of M",
resp. Γ as subchains of Δ" as above.

From (6) we deduce

where the last homotopy equivalence stems from the deformation
d: W-**GP/Q.

Again this leads to a chain homotopy between a ψ(τn) and r" which
finally gives the chain homotopy (4).

This completes the proof of Lemma 7.3.
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